With the support of more than 8,000 members, the GCP works to ensure that the perspectives and needs of the business community are well-represented in this work. In addition, by being part of the GCP, business leaders from across the region are connected to many pivotal projects and initiatives that are shaping and sustaining metro Cleveland’s positive economic momentum. Advancing our agenda requires the engagement and involvement of our member companies, our board, their executive teams and support staff.
Engagement & Leadership
WITH THE
GREATER CLEVELAND PARTNERSHIP

As the leading business organization in the region, the Greater Cleveland Partnership is driving catalytic projects and leading initiatives that impact and advance the business community and the region. With the support of more than 8,000 members, the GCP works to ensure that the perspectives and needs of the business community are well-represented in this work. In addition, by being part of the GCP, business leaders from across the region are connected to many pivotal projects and initiatives that are shaping and sustaining metro Cleveland’s positive economic momentum.

Advancing our agenda requires the engagement and involvement of our member companies, our board, their executive teams and general staff.

To learn more about these opportunities, or how you and/or your employees can get involved, please contact our Business and Community Engagement staff.

Brynn Popa
Vice President, Business and Community Engagement
216.592.2354
bpopa@gcpartnership.com

Amanda Coffman
Coordinator, Business and Community Engagement
216.592.2214
acoffman@gcpartnership.com

Also visit:
(gcpartnership.com/engagement)
Engagement opportunities are listed by subject area.

**Governance**

Leaders in Northeast Ohio’s business community are at the forefront of and strive for the success of the Greater Cleveland Partnership. Through their leadership, the GCP continues to operate as an impact business. They also shape and mold that value and work to be recognized throughout the business community.

- Governance Committees
- Task Teams and Steering Committees

**Advocacy**

Representing the voice of the business community is a core priority for the GCP. The Advocacy Committee understands governmental and legislative processes and uses the results to inform growth opportunities.

- Policy Experiences
- Events and Programs
- GovCom Cleveland (C-Level)

**Development and Investment**

The GCP and its affiliated network is a catalytic projects and key business initiatives throughout the region. Leadership and engagement with other businesses in the community as well as key initiatives play a critical role in shaping the future of many projects for the region. The GCP's network and partnerships have also been critical in the overall success of the project's development and implementation.

- Brownstein and Capital
- GCP Event Planning
- Strategic Advisory Board

**Product Development**

The GCP provides leadership at all levels with products and resources that make a difference. Our people work to serve the business. We leverage the momentum of members to the benefit of business, focusing on the marketing of products in portfolios of offerings. Members interested in getting involved in GCP product initiatives can do so in the following ways:

- Event Steering Committees
- GCP Event Committees

**Education and Workforce**

The Commission on Economic Inclusion provides resources and strategies to help Northeast Ohio’s employers engage diverse individuals in the labor market. By focusing on best practices and increasing awareness through annual initiatives, the Commission aims to empower and support businesses in creating an inclusive and diverse workforce.

- Build a Better Community
- Diversity in Leadership
- Diversity and Inclusion Initiatives

**Industry-Specific Activities**

The GCP offers multiple engagement opportunities for member companies and their employees to connect with their peers, share insights, and leverage existing programs to support growth. The GCP focuses on providing specific resources and tools to industries, fostering collaboration and creating a network that is specific to industries.

- Events
- Workforce Development
- Manufacturing Industry Roundtable

**Additional Engagement Opportunities**

The GCP offers a variety of networking opportunities that are available to all members. Members can access the GCP’s extensive network of resources, connections, and events to support their business needs. Whether it’s attending networking events, participating in industry-specific roundtables, or engaging in industry-focused webinars, the GCP provides a comprehensive range of resources to support member engagement.
Leaders in Northeast Ohio’s business community are well-represented. The Greater Cleveland Partnership (GCP) works with staff to identify policy issues affecting CLE’s expansion of service at CLE. In addition, the Task Force strategy to inform, educate and advocate for the business community together to enhance air service demand at CLE.

The Air Service Demand Task Force serves as a focal point for discussing and developing strategies to enhance air service demand at CLE. The Task Force works to develop and implement initiatives that will increase passenger traffic and cargo movement, which will ultimately lead to a stronger economy for Northeast Ohio. The Task Force is comprised of representatives from the business community, government, and the general public.

**Governance**
- Board of Directors
- Executive Committee
- Finance Committee
- Audit Committee
- Governance and Nominating Committee
- CDA Compliance, Audit and Finance Committee
- CDA Governance and Nominating Committee
- CDA Investment Review Committee

**Events and Programs**
- Annual Meeting
- BizConCLE Committee
- Executive Committee
- Middle-Market Committee
- Middle-Market Forums
- Middle-Market Initiative
- Small Business Leadership Committee
- Women in Business Committee

**Inclusion Initiatives**
- Diversity & Inclusion
- Contracting Committee
- Diversity Governance
- Diversity and Inclusion Governance
- Nominating and Oversight Committee

**Industry-Specific Initiatives**
- Manufacturing
- Health Care
- Technology
- Education

**Additional Engagement Opportunities**
- CMN Internship Central
- BizConCLE Committee
- Executive Committee
- Middle-Market Initiative
- Small Business Leadership Committee
- Women in Business Committee
- Middle-Market Forums
- Middle-Market Initiative
- Small Business Leadership Committee
- Women in Business Committee

The Task Force seeks to build relationships with key stakeholders and provide a platform for members to engage in meaningful discussions on issues affecting the region. Members interested in joining the Task Force can contact the GCP for more information.

**Product Development**

The GCP promotes the development of a strong workforce to ensure that Northeast Ohio businesses meet the needs of their employees. The GCP partners with regional organizations to develop workforce development initiatives that address the needs of the local labor market.

**Additional Engagement Opportunities**

The GCP offers other engagement opportunities for member companies and their employees to connect with other partners and organizations in the region. These opportunities include:

- Signing up for newsletters
- Contribute content to the GCP newsletter or blog
- Attend GCP events and programs
- Join a GCP specialty committee or task force
- Sign up for webinars and workshops

**Manufacturing**

The manufacturing sector continues to be a significant component of the regional economy, contributing to job creation and economic growth. The GCP works to support this industry and provide resources and initiatives to attract and retain skilled workers.

**Health Care**

The health care sector is a major contributor to the regional economy, providing employment opportunities and generating revenue. The GCP engages with health care organizations and leaders to promote collaboration and shared success.

**Technology**

Technology is a rapidly evolving field that continues to drive innovation and economic growth. The GCP provides resources and initiatives to support technology companies and attract skilled workers.

**Education**

Education is crucial for the development of a skilled workforce that can meet the demands of the local labor market. The GCP works to promote education partnerships and initiatives that support workforce development.

**Events**

The GCP organizes a variety of events throughout the year to connect member companies with key stakeholders and provide educational opportunities.

- GCP Annual Meeting
- BizConCLE Committee
- Executive Committee
- Middle-Market Initiative
- Small Business Leadership Committee
- Women in Business Committee
- Middle-Market Forums
- Middle-Market Initiative
- Small Business Leadership Committee
- Women in Business Committee

The GCP is committed to providing resources and initiatives to support the growth and development of the Greater Cleveland region.
**Governance**

Leaders in Northeast Ohio's business community are at the forefront of shaping the future of the Greater Cleveland Partnership. Through their leadership, the GCP continues to operate in an impactful and successful manner. This leadership remains strong and well respected. Chambers of Commerce in the GCP continues to operate as one of the largest, strongest and most unique Chambers of Commerce in the region. The Air Service Demand Task Force serves as a key component in supporting business growth within the region. The Air Service Demand Task Force serves as a key component in supporting business growth within the region.

**Advocacy**

Representing the interest of the business community is a core priority for the GCP. The GCP's Advocacy Team ensures that GCP-related initiatives and projects have been developed and pushed forward through all levels of government. The GCP's Advocacy Team is dedicated to promoting and representing the interests and issues of businesses in Northeast Ohio. The Advocacy Team is dedicated to promoting and representing the interests and issues of businesses in Northeast Ohio.

**Development and Investment**

The GCP and its affiliates are involved in catalyst projects and key business initiatives throughout the region. Leadership and management at the business level are committed to ensuring that business growth and development initiatives are aligned with the needs of businesses and the community.

**Product Development**

The GCP provides leadership on all areas of growth and development initiatives, providing programs, services, events, and resources that support strong and unique businesses in the Cleveland area.

**Education & Workforce**

The Corporation of Executives in the Greater Cleveland Partnership focuses on educating and supporting Northeast Ohio's employers through several initiatives that address the development and attraction of talent within Northeast Ohio. The Corporation of Executives in the Greater Cleveland Partnership focuses on educating and supporting Northeast Ohio's employers through several initiatives that address the development and attraction of talent within Northeast Ohio.

**Industry-Specific Initiatives**

The GCP offers a wide range of industry-specific opportunities for all levels of businesses. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region.

**Additional Engagement Opportunities**

The GCP offers a wide range of industry-specific opportunities for all levels of businesses. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region.

**Manufacturing**

The GCP offers a wide range of industry-specific opportunities for manufacturing businesses. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region.

**Workforce Safety**

The Northeast Ohio Safety Council understands the importance of maintaining a skilled and engaged workforce. It is critical that employers in the Northeast Ohio region continue to develop and maintain a safe working environment. It is critical that employers in the Northeast Ohio region continue to develop and maintain a safe working environment.

**Young Professionals**

The GCP offers a wide range of industry-specific opportunities for young professionals. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region.

**Information and Content**

The GCP offers a wide range of industry-specific opportunities for all levels of businesses. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region.

**Events**

The GCP offers a wide range of industry-specific opportunities for all levels of businesses. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region. The GCP’s Industry-Specific Initiatives focus on key industries and provide resources, events, and programs that are designed to support businesses in the region.
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As the leading business organization in the region, the Greater Cleveland Partnership is driving catalytic projects and leading initiatives that impact and advance the business community and the region.